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INTRODUCTION: NEW OPPORTUNITIES WITH DIGITAL ASSETS

• 2021 has seen explosive, indeed unprecedented, growth and innovation in distributed ledger 
technology (blockchain) and digital assets of all kinds, including cryptocurrencies

• Capital per deal is up strongly

• New investment vehicles are becoming available with great frequency

• New products are entering the market

• Increased familiarity with blockchain applications plus improvements in data analytics and 
security is bolstering confidence in the sector and has led to broadening customer demand 
for these products as well as institutional adoption
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INTRODUCTION: BLOCKCHAIN BASED DIGITAL PRODUCTS
• Blockchain based digital products (including those within decentralized finance) have the 

potential to outperform traditional banking products with greater speed, lower cost and 
more transparency

• As technology improves, as awareness broadens and as the potential of these products 
becomes clearer, competition in the market will heat up

• “However, regulatory intervention may increase caution and confusion in the market 
cryptocurrency is too broad to fit under one [regulatory] organization’s umbrella. Regulators must 
look at crypto as a security, commodity, disruptive technology and currency, while considering 
consumer protection, anti-money laundering and anti-terrorism efforts.” Michael Fasanella, 
Director of Training and Regulatory Affairs at Blockchain Intelligence Group

• Banks still have time to differentiate themselves in this domain and become first movers 
within their regions
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WHAT IS A BLOCKCHAIN?
• A blockchain is a decentralized, public 

(or private) digital ledger that is used to 
record transactions. Each block of 
transaction data is verified by members 
of a network, and the links between the 
blocks and their content are protected 
by cryptography.

• Key terms:
o Mining/Gas
o Digital assets (coins, tokens, non-fungible tokens, 

cryptocurrencies)
o Interoperability
o Whitepapers
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WHY BLOCKCHAIN?

✓ Security

✓ Verifiable

✓ Trustless

✓ Irreversibility

✓ Speed

✓ Disintermediation
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BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES - SAMPLES
• Cryptocurrency

− Bitcoin

− 2000+ others

− Anchorage Bank – custody solution

• Securities Trade Settlement

− DTCC - Trade Information Warehouse

− BAKKT - settlement of bitcoin futures

− Fidelity - cryptocurrency trading and custody

• Asset Tokenization

− Securities Tokenization

− Art, Real Estate, etc.  

• Licensing

− Accenture - using blockchain to manage its 
software licenses

− po.et - registers digital content ownership on a 
blockchain and enforces licenses automatically

• IP

− Binded - blockchain-based copyright platform

− Bernstein Technologies - a web app that 
registers IP assets on the Bitcoin blockchain
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WHY IT MATTERS
• Cryptocurrencies and related projects represent entirely new asset class

• Technology is enabling the creation of new products at a record pace. New, high speed “Layer 2” 
is dramatically increasing new projects and protocols, driving scale and further adoption

• Talent and capital are quickly flowing into the sector

• Cryptocurrencies are now viewed as a reliable store of value in inflationary times and as a hedge

• “[W]e see the cryptocurrency market as increasingly relevant to financial services. … In our 
future, we see the tokenization (and fractionalization) of credit, equities, parts of real estate 
(commercial to residential to hotel rooms), and non-traded investments including private equity.“ 
JP Morgan Analyst Report, January 3, 2022 (Kenneth Worthington and Reginald Smith).
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WHY IT MATTERS
• Transaction speed is unmatched v. traditional banking

• Friction is removed, dramatically lowering fees, in peer-to-peer applications

• Because all transactions are “on-chain” (recorded on a blockchain), transparency is 
unmatched, though private wallets are “pseudo-anonymous” (i.e., the transaction, but not the 
customer, can be identified on the blockchain)

• Innovative product features, such as the availability of higher interest for deposit and credit 
products, are driven by programmable, smart contracts
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SEC – ISSUES OVERVIEW
Agency has brought approximately 75 cryptocurrency enforcement actions, including an action against Ripple for an 
unregistered digital asset securities offering. 

• 2021 – Chair Gensler says he wants to “tame the crypto wild west;” “stablecoins may be securities”.

• 2021 – Media reports of multiple investigatory sweeps subpoenas to exchanges (both centralized and decentralized and 
issuers) 

• In analyzing whether a particular digital asset is a security, the most commonly used tests rely on Reves v. Ernst & Young, 
494 U.S. 56 (1990) and SEC v. W. J. Howey Co., 328 U.S. 293 (1946). 

o The Reves test determines whether a particular asset or protocol gives rise to a “note “which may be covered by the securities laws. There are four parts to the Reves test: (1) 
the motivations of the buyer and the seller; (2) whether there is a plan of distribution; (3) what are the public’s reasonable perceptions regarding the instrument (investment or 
not); and (4) are there any risk-reducing factors, such as insurance (e.g., FDIC) or regulation under the non-securities laws? 

o The Howey test determines whether a particular instrument amounts to an “investment contract“. It also has four parts: (1) has there been an investment of money (and is 
there a risk of loss?); (2) is there a common enterprise involved; (3) is there an expectation of profits; and (4) are these profits derived solely from the efforts of others?

• February14, 2022 - SEC settles matter with BlockFi in which BlockFi concedes that BlockFi interest accounts were 
securities, agrees to register as an investment company, and agrees to pay $100 MM civil money penalty to SEC and states.
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SEC – PROPOSED TREASURY MARKETS RULE 
On January 26, 2022, the SEC proposed significant changes to its regulation of alternative trading systems. 

• In its 654-page release, the SEC proposes to:

o Amend the SEC rule regarding the definition of an “exchange” to address a perceived regulatory gap (proposes to broaden the definition in Rule 3b-16  to 
encompass trading systems that offer the use of non-firm trading interest and provide protocols to bring together buyers and sellers of securities, referred 
to as Communication Protocol Systems)

o Expand Regulation ATS for alternative trading systems that trade government securities, NMS stock, and other securities; and

o Extend Regulation SCI to ATSs that trade government securities

• The outcome of this rule could be to deem a software developer an “exchange” even though it only develops a defi protocol that 
allows parties to swap tokens (including negotiating the terms, price, etc. – possibly including displaying non-firm trading 
interest). This prompted a detailed dissent from Commissioner Hester Pierce (a/k/a “Crypto Mom”).

• Comment period for the Rule is only 30 days from whenever it gets released in the Federal Register.
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MARKET AND PRODUCT GROWTH – A “CAMBRIAN EXPLOSION”

• Stablecoins – value issued

o 2019 - $1B

o 2021 - $115B 

o 2025 – $1T (est.) 

o USDC (stablecoin issued by digital asset payments and exchange company Circle) trading volume 
increased 435% between January 2019 and May 2021

o Coinbase expanding USDC trading to 85 different countries 
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MARKET AND PRODUCT GROWTH – A “CAMBRIAN EXPLOSION”

• DeFi

o Growth began with the adoption of the COMP protocol, which empowered the use of smart 
contracts on the Ethereum blockchain. Ethereum used as the primary creative tool to create new 
decentralized apps (“dApps”).

o “Total value locked” (TVL) reflects the value of funds users have collectively locked into DeFi
markets

o The DeFi market has grown from $1B TVL in June 2020 to $93B TVL in October 2021 

o Many of these deposits are made on decentralized exchanges, or DEXs
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TOP 8 DEFI EXPLOITS 
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EXAMPLES OF COMPANIES HOLDING DIGITAL ASSETS
✓ Tesla

✓ MicroStrategy

✓ MassMutual

✓ BNY Mellon

✓ Square

✓ Galaxy Digital

✓ Time Magazine (owned by Salesforce)
Source: https://cryptonews.com.au/top-public-companies-holding-bitcoin-as-a-reserve-asset

https://cryptonews.com.au/top-public-companies-holding-bitcoin-as-a-reserve-asset
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FINANCIAL SERVICES

Incumbents

Disruptors
✓ Coinbase

✓ Ripple

✓ Binance

✓ Ethereum

✓ Uniswap

✓ Gemini

✓ Citigroup

✓ Goldman Sachs

✓ Depository Trust & Clearing 
Corporation

✓ Fidelity

✓ JPMorgan Chase

✓ Mastercard

✓ Nasdaq

✓ Northern Trust

✓ PNC

✓ Signature Bank

✓ Visa
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CFTC – CHAIRMAN BENHAM
October 27, 2021 Speech 

• “The CFTC has responsibly and aggressively been pursuing enforcement cases in the digital asset marketplace for a number 
of years now,” (referring to recent settlements with crypto exchange Kraken and stablecoin issuer Tether).

• Benham noted the size of the crypto market. The overall market capitalization is about $2.7 trillion now, and “nearly 60% 
were commodities.”

• He said regulating crypto would be a “departure” from the agency’s historic role as a commodities regulator, but said the 
sector is important enough that the shift would be warranted.

• “Given the size, the scope and the scale of this emerging market, how its interfacing and affecting customers, retail 
customers, and then with the scale of the growth being so rapid, potential financial stability risks in the future, I think it’s
critically important to have a primary cop on the beat and certainly the CFTC is prepared to do that if this committee so 
wishes…” (emphasis added)

On February 9, 2022, CFTC Chair Rostin Behnam made a fresh appeal to Congress to grant his agency expanded authority to 
oversee crypto markets and provide $100 million in additional funds.

https://www.blockchainlawcenter.com/blog/blockchain-law-center/cftc-seeks-additional-authority-and-resources-to-regulate-crypto-markets-1169/

https://www.blockchainlawcenter.com/blog/blockchain-law-center/cftc-seeks-additional-authority-and-resources-to-regulate-crypto-markets-1169/
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WHY IT MATTERS

Technology

Talent

Risk Infrastructure

Regulatory Approval

Many banks enter the competition with certain challenges:

Different Data Quality Levels 

Processes and Bureaucracy

Capacity to Move Quickly
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POTENTIAL DISRUPTION OF BANK PRODUCTS
• Payments – Global, instant settlement, no fees (e.g., Strike Global)

• Remittance – Form of payment, driver of home country economies and inclusion

• Cards (debit and credit) – On/off ramp for digital currencies (e.g., SALT, Visa)

• ATMs — Automated teller machines offering cryptocurrencies such as Bitcoin

• Deposits – Rate driven (9% v 50 bps) (Client quote: “It’s my monthly car payment.”); use 
of “liquidity pools”

• Lending/credit – centralized or automated (via smart contracts); over collateralized; no credit 
score approval process; pseudonymous
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INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
• Examples: 

o Google is partnering with Paxful and Coinbase to add crypto-based transactions on Google Pay

o Apple Pay is partnering with a Coinbase so users can buy cryptocurrency.

o Banking software firm, Temenos, partnered with blockchain infrastructure player, Taurus, to help 
banks bridge the gap between traditional and digital assets

o Adoption of “Layer 2” to bring speed and scale

o Lightning Network (Bitcoin)

o “London” Upgrade/Hard Fork (Ethereum)
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HOW TRADITIONAL BANKS CAN BENEFIT
• Assess Overall Benefits – Access, Flexibility, Savings, Speed, Financial Inclusion, Transparency

• Provide Custody Services

• Build on/off ramp Between Crypto and Fiat 

• Easy Onboarding and Expert Assistance

• Strong Administration of KYC/AML

• Mitigate Security Concerns

• Speed Up Payments

• Crypto-as-a-service
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EXAMPLE – COMPTROLLER OF THE CURRENCY (OCC)
• According to November 2021 Interpretive Letter, IL 1179, the OCC requires OCC-regulated institutions to obtain a letter of non-

objection from the applicable OCC supervisory office before engaging in the digital asset activities permitted by three other recent 
interpretive letters (IL 1170, IL 1172, and IL 1174)

• In the three earlier interpretive letters (IL 1170, IL 1172, and IL 1174), which were issued in 2021 and 2020 during Comptroller
Brooks' tenure (under the prior administration), the OCC permitted new crypto-based activities, including the use of stablecoins for 
banks as well as providing digital asset custody services

• But IL 1179 narrowed the scope of the prior three interpretive letters by requiring a letter of non-objection before engaging in the 
activities those interpretive letters permit

• IL 1179 emphasized that the activities permitted in the three prior letters will now only be permitted "provided the bank can 
demonstrate, to the satisfaction of its supervisory office, that it has controls in place to conduct the activity in a safe and sound 
manner" (emphasis in original)
o A highly competent, high detailed risk management program will therefore be a prerequisite for achieving a letter of non-objection

• According to IL 1179, the OCC will also require that the bank "demonstrate, in writing, an understanding of any compliance 
obligations related to the specific activities the bank intends to conduct, including, but not limited to, any applicable requirements 
under the federal securities laws..."
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OCC INTERPRETIVE LETTER 1179
“In deciding whether to grant supervisory non-objection, the supervisory office will evaluate the adequacy of the
bank’s risk management systems and controls, and risk measurement systems, to enable the bank to engage in the
proposed activities in a safe and sound manner.”

A footnote in IL 1179 provides what might be characterized as a “grandfather clause” for banks that previously instituted crypto activities while
relying on prior interpretive letters. The OCC notes that “[b]anks already engaged in cryptocurrency, distributed ledger, or stablecoin
activities as of the date of publication of this letter do not need to obtain supervisory non-objection. However, consistent with the relevant
interpretive letters, the OCC expects that a bank that has commenced such activity will have provided notice to its supervisory office…”

A bank should at least address at least the following risks related to digital asset activities:

✓ New and evolving technologies

✓ Hacking

✓ Fraud and theft

✓ Third-party management

✓ Liquidity risk

✓ Strategic risk

✓ Compliance risk (including compliance with BSA, AML, sanctions and consumer protection laws)

✓ Also, obligations related to federal securities laws and the Commodities Exchange Act
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DIGITAL ASSET (CRYPTO) RISK MATURITY EVALUATION BENEFITS
The Digital Asset Risk Maturity Framework measures the effectiveness of each bank’s digital assets risk 
management program against industry standards and regulatory guidance.  

✓ Supports discussion with regulators

✓ Informs the evolution of the strategic plan for the bank

✓ Facilitates approval for the Board of Directors and Executive 
Team

✓ Facilitates Development of a Risk Program Improvement 
Roadmap

✓ Peer Benchmarking will be available for “opt-in”
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DIGITAL ASSETS (CRYPTO) RISK MATURITY MATRIX

RMA Risk Maturity Framework: Optimized

RMA Risk Maturity Framework: Normal RMA Bank Scale (At Least Basic)

RMA Risk Maturity Framework: Normal RMA Bank Scale (at Least Basic)

Digital Asset Risk Framework: Not Required

Digital Asset Risk Framework: Basic

Digital Asset Risk Framework: Optimized

Digital Asset Risk Framework: Optimized

NFTs/Metaverse 10

Yield Farming/Liquidity Pools 9

Trading/Lending Services 8

Loyalty/Reward Programs 7

ATMs 6

Payment Settlement (Stablecoin) 5

Retail Buy/Sell/Hold Crypto 4

Business Crypto Accounts 3

2

No Digital Assets 1

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Digital Asset Maximum Capital Exposure (% of Total Capital)

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%             100%+

Product Risk

Digital Asset Risk Framework: Managed

RMA Risk Maturity Framework:  Normal RMA Bank Scale (At Least Managed)

RMA Risk Maturity Framework: Normal RMA Bank Scale (At Least Managed)
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SRA’S DIGITAL ASSETS (CRYPTO) RISK FRAMEWORK                    

Risk Governance
Independent Review 

& Regulatory Oversight
Enterprise Risk
Management

Strategic
Management

Advanced 
Analytics

Digital Assets
Operations

Executive & Board Communication 
Realtime & Periodic Reporting  |  Data Visualization  |  Alerts & Notifications  |  Digital Assets Risk Escalation

Data Transformation - Unified Risk & Performance Information Management
Data Lineage  |  Aggregation  |  Normalization  |  Unified Resultant Data Storage  |  Ingestion

Data Management – Digital Assets
Data Quality  |  Data Governance  |  Data Storage & Usage  |  Data Architecture  |  Data Roles | Blockchain Analytics

Enterprise Digital Assets 
Performance Dashboard

Digital Asset 
Model Development & 

Validation

Digital Assets 
Innovation Monitoring

Digital Assets & Economic 
Forecasts

Legal and Loss Events 
Management 

Board and Executive 
Executive Oversight 

Digital Assets
Risk Framework

Digital Assets 
Policy Management

Digital Assets Experience & 
Knowledge in 1st, 2nd & 3rd Lines

1st , 2nd & 3rd Line Roles 
and Level of Coordination

Risk & Control Environment
& Assessments 

Internal & External 
Fraud Management

Regulatory Compliance 
(AML Compliance)

Cyber & Information Security 
Assessment & Monitoring

FinTech Partnerships, Due 
Diligence and Monitoring

Digital Assets
Risk Profile

Digital Assets Risk Appetite       & 
KRI/KPI Monitoring

Digital Asset Concentrations 
and Risk Exposure

Issue Tracking and Mitigation

Media Reports, Social Media & 
Public Disclosure/Monitoring

Internal Audit Review and 
Continuous Monitoring

Independent Digital Asset           
Credit Monitoring 

Regulatory Non-Objection, 
Review & Regulatory Change

Legal Structure and Exposure

Stablecoin Verification & 
Validation 

Strategic Planning and 
Digital Assets Initiatives

Peer Comparisons

Monetize Digital Assets Risk &
Stress Test Exposure

Liquidity Management & 
Stress Testing

New Product Risk 
Assessment

7

1 2 3 4 5 6

8

9
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Data Management – Digital Assets (Crypto Currency)

Digital Assets Unified Risk & Performance Information (System of Record)

Risk 
Governance

Digital Assets
Operations

Enterprise Risk 
Mgmt.

Independent 
Reviews

Strategic 
Management

Advanced 
Analytics

WATCHTOWER ACTIVELY MANAGES DIGITAL ASSETS RISK MATURITY 

Executive & Board Communication
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CYBERSECURITY

What are some security 
measures to consider?

– Perimeter

– Network

– Endpoint

– Application

– Data

Revisit Policies and Internal 
Controls to Address Risk:

– Engage Experts

– Independent Assessment

– Establish Baseline

– Enhance Controls

– Require Board Review
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IDENTIFY AND MANAGE OTHER RISKS

✓ Volatility

✓ KYC/KYT/KYP

✓ Technology Gaps

✓ Liquidity

✓ Smart Contract Exploits

✓ Consensus Protocol Evaluation

✓ Regulatory Attention
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HOW TO GET STARTED WITH DIGITAL ASSETS 
1. Get Board alignment on initiatives through the Strategic Plan

2. Perform a New Product Risk Assessment on any new digital asset and have it approved 
by the Board

3. Establish a Digital Asset Policy and related procedures

4. Create a Digital Asset (Crypto) Risk Framework for the Bank

5. Assess the maturity of the banks risk infrastructure using an established framework, 
such as the RMA’s Risk Maturity Framework to identify your strengths and weaknesses.

6. Develop an action plan to enhance risk infrastructure over time

7. Assess organizational readiness in terms of De-centralized Finance, Distributed Ledger 
Technology (Blockchain), and Cybersecurity expertise

8. Begin discussions with your OCC Supervisor leading to Non-objection (OCC IL 1179) to 
engage in crypto activities
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Wrap-up and Questions
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UPCOMING CRYPTO WEBINARS

Crypto Doesn’t Have to Be 
Cryptic: Understanding Digital 

Assets and Customer Needs
March 16th, 2022 @ 2 PM EST

9 Key Pillars of
Building a Crypto Risk 

Framework
April 13th, 2022 @ 2 PM EST

Save the Date Save the Date

Crypto Livestream #2 Crypto Livestream #3
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Thank You!
Please fill out the survey

HOSTED BY:

LIVESTREAM
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Appendix
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MICHAEL GLOTZ
Mr. Glotz is the Chief Executive Officer, Founding Partner of Strategic Risk Associates (SRA) and is the firms’ practice leader for risk

management, governance, capital management and internal audit activities. He has led numerous risk management and capital planning

engagement efforts for national, regional and community organizations. Mr. Glotz served as Senior Vice President and Strategic

Financial Officer for Crestar Bank and later SunTrust Bank through acquisition. During his tenure with SunTrust Bank, he held various

senior financial positions including Strategic Financial Officer and head of Strategic Cost Management (EMC2 Play.) Immediately before

SRA’s founding, Mr. Glotz was a Managing Vice President with Capital One Financial Corporation. Mr. Glotz held a number of senior

positions with Capital One including Managing Vice President of Corporate Audit and Credit Review Services for Capital One Bank ($80

Billion in Assets at the time), which included the oversight and development of over 100 audit and risk professionals. Mr. Glotz also

supported the implementation of Enterprise Risk Management and lead independent assessments of bank acquisition and integration

activities for large-scale mergers. Mr. Glotz is Risk-Reward Co-Chair of the American Association of Bank Directors and is a faculty

member of the Institute of Bank Director Education. Mr. Glotz was a Faculty Professor of the Virginia Bankers School at the University

of Virginia where he taught Risk Governance and ERM. He has delivered Bank Director training for many State Banking Association, and

individually for a number of Boards. Mr. Glotz received a BBA Degree in Business with the University of Wisconsin, an MBA with the

University of Richmond and completed the Executive Development Program at Wharton, University of Pennsylvania. He is a Certified

Risk Professional.

Michael Glotz
CEO
Strategic Risk Associates
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STEPHEN T. GANNON
Stephen T. Gannon is a financial services industry leader who has previously served as a senior legal executive at Citizens Financial
Bank, Capital One Financial Corporation and Wachovia Securities. Prior to joining McGonigle, P.C., Mr. Gannon was most recently
Executive Vice President, General Counsel and Chief Legal Officer at Citizens Financial Group, the nation’s 12th largest retail and
commercial bank, where he served on the Executive Committee managed and directed all legal, corporate governance, corporate
transactions, government relations, regulatory relations and litigation functions for the company. He has spent the last two decades as a
counselor, advisor and manager with respect to the highest levels of strategic decision making for several of the country’s largest
financial institutions.

Mr. Gannon also has significant experience in leading teams charged with designing and overseeing frameworks and processes to ensure
that products, and processes and structures are fully compliant with all applicable laws and regulations to fit within the appropriate
strategic goals. Mr. Gannon also has advocated and managed advocacy before the Federal Reserve Board, the OCC, the FDIC, the CFPB
and the SEC, where he served as a Branch Chief in the Division of Enforcement. He also has deep expertise in banking and broker dealer
regulation, including in connection with numerous public policy issues regarding bank regulatory reform.

In addition to serving on McGonigle, P.C.’s Securities Regulation Practice and Fintech & Blockchain practices, Mr. Gannon will advise the
banking industry on regulatory and strategic matters, ranging from public policy and corporate governance to litigation, compliance and
administrative actions. He will also focus on helping the industry adapt to and stay on top of the burgeoning fintech space.

Mr. Gannon speaks and writes frequently on topics related to the financial services industry, including the role of FinTechs, digital
assets, and cryptocurrency and their evolving impact on the industry.

Stephen T. 
Gannon
Shareholder
McGonigle, P.C.
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MATTHEW B. COMSTOCK
Mr. Comstock, a former lawyer at the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission, has a diverse practice covering the legal and regulatory
aspects of securities trading and markets, including the application of securities regulation to digital assets issued on the blockchain and
to technological developments in the securities industry more broadly. He regularly advises trading platforms, broker-dealers, clearing
agencies, hedge funds and other clients on a variety of compliance, regulatory and transactional matters, and interfaces with the staff of
the SEC and other regulatory bodies on behalf of clients. His areas of expertise include creation of trading platforms, custody and
trading of alternative investments/digital assets, broker-dealer financial responsibility, broker-dealer liquidations, securities credit
regulation, compliance with self-regulatory organization rules, short selling, regulations governing market manipulation, securities
lending and securities repurchase transactions, soft dollars, prime brokerage, and market structure.

Mr. Comstock’s recent significant matters include assisting in the creation of a trading platform for digital assets, establishing
cryptocurrency trading desks, assisting a broker-dealer with a FINRA examination and investigation regarding complex financial
responsibility issues, and representing a leading global derivatives marketplace with respect to regulatory matters before the SEC’s
Division of Trading and Markets.

A member of McGonigle, P.C.’s FinTech and Blockchain Practice, Mr. Comstock is a regular speaker at financial industry and blockchain
events, and he is one of five authors of McGonigle, P.C.’s proprietary report, Cryptocurrency Regulatory Developments.

Mr. Comstock was an attorney in the SEC’s Division of Trading and Markets, where he held the positions of Branch Chief, Special
Counsel and Staff Attorney in the Office of Financial Responsibility. He had responsibility for a variety of matters relating to broker-
dealer net capital requirements, customer protection, broker-dealer books and records requirements, margin and broker-dealer
liquidations.

Matthew B. 
Comstock
Shareholder
McGonigle, P.C.
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HARRIS KAY
Harris Kay is the Office Managing Partner of the firm's Chicago office. He represents financial services firms and individuals in a wide
range of registration, compliance, regulatory and litigation matters. Mr. Kay has represented financial services industry clients for over
twenty years. Throughout that time, he has assisted members of the securities and derivatives industries in navigating the complex
statutory and regulatory framework in which these businesses operate.

In connection with his commodities, futures and derivatives practice, he assists derivatives exchanges, futures commissions merchants,
introducing brokers, commodity pool operators and commodity trading advisors in a variety of registration, regulatory and compliance
matters. Harris’s proprietary trading firm clients rely upon him for advice and counsel regarding regulatory and exchange rule
compliance and myriad other day-to-day formation and operational issues. And, when necessary, Harris represents futures and
derivatives industry clients in regulatory inquiries, investigations and enforcement proceedings before the CFTC, NFA and various
exchanges.

Mr. Kay’s securities practice focuses upon representing broker-dealers, investment advisers, trading firms and fund clients in
connection with regulatory and compliance matters. He provides advice regarding numerous business and trading-related issues. He
has handled numerous complex regulatory investigations and enforcement matters regarding, among other matters, issuance of
securities, fund and issuer disclosure matters, broker-dealer sales practices, registration issues, and other matters, before SEC, FINRA
and exchanges.

Mr. Kay previously served as an adjunct professor at the University of Richmond, lecturing on numerous financial services industry-
related topics. He has published two law review articles, and has written on numerous litigation and regulatory issues related to the
industry. He is a regular participant and moderator on panel discussions at various industry events.

Harris Kay
Shareholder
McGonigle, P.C.
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BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES – ADDITIONAL SAMPLES
• Smart Contracts

− Self-executing

− Chainlink Labs – providing oracles

• dApps

− Gaming – Gala, Decentraland

− Betting 

− Social

• Land Records

− Teton County, Wyoming

• Non-fungible Tokens

− Collectibles

− Art

− Music

− TV/Film

− Gaming
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• Supply Chain

− Tradelens - IBM global supply chain platform 
focused on shipping and logistics

− TagOne - enables users to track sources of 
ingredients

• Trade Finance

− Tradeix - touts itself as the first open 
distributed ledger platform for trade finance

− We.Trade - several banks have collaborated 
on a Hyperledger-based platform focused on 
small enterprise trade finance in Europe

• Identity

− Microsoft ION (Decentralized Identity 
Foundation)

− Estonia; Zug, Switzerland

• KYC/AML

− Crowded space with dozens of entrants

− Chainalysis - offers blockchain based 
solutions for detecting, and investigating 
money laundering and terrorism financing

BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES – ADDITIONAL SAMPLES
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• Healthcare

− Secure sharing of health information

− Research from anonymized data accessible on 
the blockchain

− Deloitte

• Insurance

− Access verified information for underwriting, 
rewards, pricing

− Claims paid out through smart contracts

− Etherisc – flight delay insurance with automatic 
claims processing on the blockchain

BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES – ADDITIONAL SAMPLES
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BLOCKCHAIN USE CASES – ADDITIONAL SAMPLES
• FX and Payments

− VISA & MC investing heavily in blockchain technologies

− HSBC claims its blockchain-based system cut FX trading costs by 25%

− Ripple

− Alipay

• Internet of Value (IoV)

− The IoV would permit the exchange of any asset of value - stocks, votes, frequent flyer 
points, IP rights without intermediary

− Facebook Project Libra “GlobalCoin”


